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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel bi-velocity discrete par-
ticle swarm optimization (BVDPSO) approach and extends its
application to the nondeterministic polynomial (NP) complete
multicast routing problem (MRP). The main contribution is the
extension of particle swarm optimization (PSO) from the con-
tinuous domain to the binary or discrete domain. First, a novel
bi-velocity strategy is developed to represent the possibilities of
each dimension being 1 and 0. This strategy is suitable to describe
the binary characteristic of the MRP, where 1 stands for a node
being selected to construct the multicast tree, whereas 0 stands
for being otherwise. Second, BVDPSO updates the velocity and
position according to the learning mechanism of the original PSO
in the continuous domain. This maintains the fast convergence
speed and global search ability of the original PSO. Experiments
are comprehensively conducted on all of the 58 instances with
small, medium, and large scales in the Operation Research Li-
brary (OR-library). The results confirm that BVDPSO can obtain
optimal or near-optimal solutions rapidly since it only needs to
generate a few multicast trees. BVDPSO outperforms not only
several state-of-the-art and recent heuristic algorithms for the
MRP problems, but also algorithms based on genetic algorithms,
ant colony optimization, and PSO.
Index Terms—Communication networks, multicast routing
problem (MRP), particle swarm optimization (PSO), Steiner tree
problem (STP).
I. INTRODUCTION
THE MULTICAST routing problem (MRP) has drawnmuch attention worldwide for a number of decades, owing
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to its significance in communication and networking systems
[1]. An MRP is a problem that, given a communication network
with a source node, a set of destination nodes, a set of interme-
diate nodes, and a set of edges that make the network connected,
finds a tree to connect the source node and all the destination
nodes, so that the data can be sent to all destination nodes
by multicasting. Work during recent years on research and
applications has witnessed the significance of MRP in various
communication networks, providing services such as Internet
protocol television, distributed data process, Internet telephone,
interactive multimedia conference, and video broadcast [2].
An MRP can be treated as an optimization problem. For
example, its objective can be to minimize delays from the
source to destinations, which is crucial to latency-sensitive
multicasting. In this sense, we can consider the delay of each
edge as the cost of the edge and optimize the multicast tree
with a minimal cost. We can also take other network properties
as the cost of each edge, such as the reserved bandwidth and
the utility price [3]. Without loss of generality, this paper does
not consider the physical significance of the cost. Therefore,
optimizing the cost of MRP is also referred to the Steiner tree
problem (STP) in graph theory.
The challenge in solving the MRP or STP lies in the fact that
the STP is known to be a nondeterministic polynomial (NP)
complete problem [4]. Therefore, deterministic algorithms are
inapplicable, whereas approximation or nondeterministic algo-
rithms are promising and of practical value to solve the MRP
[4]. In early years, researchers proposed some state-of-the-art
greedy heuristic algorithms for the STP, such as shortest path
heuristic (SPH), distance network heuristic (DNH), and average
distance heuristic (ADH) [5]. In recent years, modern heuris-
tics, such as directed convergence heuristic (DCH) [6] and
greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) [7],
have been also developed. However, these heuristic algorithms
appear not promising in constructing an optimal multicast tree
when the network scale becomes large with many nodes and
edges. This is because that the greedy heuristic algorithms are
based on local information and are hence easily trapped in local
optima in a complex environment.
With the development of evolutionary computation (EC),
many studies have shown that EC algorithms, such as genetic
algorithm (GA) [8], [9], ant colony optimization (ACO) [10],
particle swarm optimization (PSO) [11]–[13], and others [14],
[15], are promising to solve various complex optimization
0278-0046 © 2014 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution
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problems. These also motivate researchers to apply EC algo-
rithms for communication and networking optimization. For
example, GAs have been reported successful in solving MRP
for decades [5]. ACO was also reported to solve some kinds
of MRP [16]. However, the GA- and ACO-based methods
may encounter their inherent low convergence speed, which
is criticized in the communication community on inefficiency
in meeting high demands of real-time communication services
[17]. As an efficient EC variant, PSO is featured by its simpler
implementation and faster convergence speed when compared
with other EC algorithms, yet offering strong global search abil-
ity [18]. Therefore, we focus on applying PSO to solve the STP,
which is an MRP without QoS constraints. Wang et al. [19]
used a tree-based scheme to code the solution (particle). How-
ever, the method needs to code all multicast trees in potential
solution, making the algorithm complex for implementation.
Qu et al. [20] have recently proposed to use jumping PSO
(JPSO) to solve the STP. Although they used a discrete PSO
(DPSO), the velocity of the original PSO was not considered,
being inefficient to maintain the advantages of the original PSO
in the continuous domain.
In order to keep the simple implementation and efficiency of
the original PSO in the continuous domain and also to maintain
the fast convergence speed and global search advantages of
PSO, this paper extends the original PSO to the binary do-
main and optimizes the MRP by solving the STP as a binary
optimization problem. The solution (particle) is coded as a
0/1 string (whose length is equal to the number of nodes in
the network), where 1 means a node is selected to construct
the multicast tree and 0 means the node is not selected. Based
on this coding scheme, a novel bi-velocity DPSO (BVDPSO) is
proposed for both maintaining the search advantages of PSO
and matching the binary characteristics of MRP. Therefore,
BVDPSO is different from other existing discrete or binary
PSO algorithms that use random jumping strategy [20], sigmoid
function strategy [21], or set-based strategy [22], because it
uses a very simple and straightforward bi-velocity strategy
that utilizes two vectors to represent the possibilities of being
0 and 1, respectively, for each node. Moreover, BVDPSO
modifies the velocity and position update equations to keep
the learning mechanism of the original PSO in the continuous
domain. BVDPSO is also different from our previous DPSO for
MRP optimization [23], [24], because DPSO does not keep the
original PSO framework but adds a mutation operator to PSO.
BVDPSO does not change the PSO algorithm structure but
takes the advantages of the ring topological structure to avoid
local optimal, being still as simple as the original PSO. In this
paper, BVDPSO is comprehensively studied in local networks
and rigorously tested for not only small- or medium-scale
networks but also large-scale networks with a large number of
nodes, edges, and destination nodes.
Therefore, the main contributions of this paper are twofold:
one is in the algorithm design aspect, and the other is in the
practical application aspect.
First, the novelty of BVDPSO is that it uses a general bi-
velocity scheme to make PSO suitable for solving a class
of binary optimization problem in the discrete domain. More
importantly, such a bi-velocity scheme makes BVDPSO still as
simple as the original PSO in the continuous domain and also
maintains the fast global search behaviors of the PSO.
Second, BVDPSO can overcome the local optimum issue of
many heuristic algorithms and has much faster speed to find
the optimal or near-optimal multicast solution than other EC
algorithms. This can provide researchers and engineers a new
and practical approach to multicast design in communication
networks. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, BVDPSO is
the first EC-based algorithm that is tested on all the 58 problems
(with small, medium, and large scales) in the Operation Re-
search Library (OR-library) [25]. The experimental results can
provide a baseline for future research on these MRP problems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
formulates the MRP and describes the framework of PSO.
Section III proposes BVDPSO for optimizing the MRP.
Section IV presents the experimental results and comparisons.
Conclusions and future work are drawn in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND OF MRP AND PSO
A. Formulation of MRP
To define an MRP, suppose that Netw = {A,E} is an
undirected, connected, and weighted network, where A is the
node set and E is the edge set. A positive function c(e) is used
to denote the cost of each edge e in E. The source node s
and all multiple destination nodes in the network make up the
set R = {s} ∪D, where D stands for the destination node set.
S = A/R stands for the rest nodes (which are also named as
the intermediate nodes or the Steiner nodes). The functionality
of the MRP is to send the data from the source node (s) to
all the destination nodes in the set D. Therefore, the objective
of the MRP is to find a minimal cost tree T that connects the
source node to all the destination nodes through some of the
intermediate nodes.
For T = {A∗, E∗}, where A∗ ⊆ A, E∗ ⊆ E, and R ⊆ A∗,




c(e) where A∗⊆A, E∗⊆E, R⊆A∗.
(1)
B. PSO in the Continuous Domain
PSO is an EC algorithm paradigm that emulates the swarm
behaviors of birds flocking [17]. Optimizing an N -dimensional
continuous optimization problem, each particle i has a velocity
vector V i = [vi1, vi2, . . . , viN ] and a position vector Xi =
[xi1, xi2, . . . , xiN ] to indicate the current status. Moreover,
the particle i keeps its personal historical best position vector
P i = [pi1, pi2, . . . , piN ]. The best position of all P i in the
ring topology is regarded as the neighborhood local best po-
sition Li = [li1, li2, . . . , liN ]. The V i and Xi are initialized
randomly and are updated in every generation by the guidance
of P i and Li as follows:
vij=ω×vij+c1×r1j×(pij−xij)+c2×r2j×(lij−xij) (2)
xij=xij+ vvij (3)
where ω is the inertia weight linearly decreasing from 0.9 to
0.4 during the running time. c1 and c2 are the acceleration
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coefficients set as 2.0. r1j and r2j are two random values in
the range of [0, 1] for the jth dimension.
Since the ring topology is not easy to be trapped into local
optima while can still keep very fast optimization speed [26], it
is adopted herein. Interested readers can refer to [27] and [28]
for enhanced PSOs and [29] for PSO industrial applications.
III. BVDPSO
A. Particle Code
The MRP can be regarded to find a set of nodes (including the
source node, all the destination nodes, and some intermediate
nodes) to construct an optimal multicast tree. Therefore, it is
natural and intuitive to code the solution as a binary string,
whose length is the same as the number of total nodes, and all
the destination nodes are always coded with a bit 1 to indicate
that they are always in the tree. Moreover, if an intermediate
node has a value 1, it means that the node is used to construct
the multicast tree; otherwise, the node is not used to construct
the tree. Therefore, suppose that there are totally N nodes in the
network, the position code of each particle i is defined as
Xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xiN ], where xij = 0 or 1 (4)





i2, . . . , v
0





i2, . . . , v
1




where 0 ≤ v0ij ≤ 1, 0 ≤ v1ij ≤ 1. (5)
In (5), it is interesting that the jth dimension of the V i is
associated with bivalues. v0ij is the possibility of xij being 0,
and v1ij is the possibility of xij being 1. Note that v0ij and v1ij
are calculated according to the difference between two positions
(e.g., P i and Xi, or Li and Xi) and are independent to stand
for the possibilities of xij being 0 and 1. Therefore, the sum of
v0ij and v1ij is unnecessarily equal to 1.
B. Velocity Update
When updating the particle’s velocity in BVDPSO, it is
important to keep the learning concept in the original PSO.
In our implementation of the velocity update in BVDPSO, the
same equation as (2) is used. However, three modifications
are taken to fit the 0/1 position code and bi-velocity code
in BVDPSO. The details are described as follows and given
in Fig. 1.
1) V elocity = Position1− Position2: Suppose that
Position1 is X1 and Position2 is X2, our BVDPSO
keeps the original PSO learning concept and makes
up V elocity (V i = X1 −X2) by considering the
difference between X1 and X2, when X2 learns from
X1. For the jth dimension of V i, if x1j is b but x2j is
not b (b is 0 or 1), which means that X2 is different from
X1 on this jth dimension, then the particle X2 should
learn from X1 (because X1 is the better position).
Hence, vbij = 1 and v1−bij = 0; if x1j is the same as
Fig. 1. Pseudocode of the procedure for velocity update.
x2j , it means that it is unnecessary for X2 to learn
from X1 on this corresponding dimension; hence,
v0ij = v
1
ij = 0. For example, if X1 = [1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0]
and X2 = [1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0], then V i = X1 −X2 =[
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0
]
.
2) V elocity = Coefficient× V elocity: This operation is
to multiply Coefficient ω, or c× r with each element
of the current V elocity to obtain each element of the
final V elocity. As velocity is to denote the possibility for
the position being 0 and 1, if any dimension of the final
V elocity is larger than 1, this value is set to 1. Suppose
that c× r = [1.5, 1.8, 0.9, 0.5, 1.2, 1.3, 0.8, 0.5] and
V =
[
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0
]
, then V = (c×
r)× V =
[
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1.3, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.8, 0
]
=[
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.8, 0
]
.
3) V elocity = V elocity1 + V elocity2: Suppose that
V elocity1 and V elocity2 are V 1 and V 2,
respectively, then V i = V 1 + V 2 is the final
V elocity. The jth dimension vbij in the velocity
V i is the same as the larger one between vb1j
and vb2j , where b = 0, 1. For example, suppose that
V 1 =
[
0.2, 0, 0.8, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.5, 0





0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0, 0, 1, 0.3, 0
0.1, 0, 0.9, 0, 0.2, 0, 0.8, 0
]
,
then V i = V 1 + V 2 =[
0.4, 0.5, 0.8, 0.1, 0, 1, 0.5, 0




When the PSO algorithm works in the continuous domain,
the position update is to add the updated velocity V i to the
current position Xi, as (3). However, the position and velocity
may not be added up directly in the discrete domain. In order to
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Fig. 2. Pseudocode of the CCG procedure.
keep the learning concept of the original PSO, we construct the




rand{0, 1}, if (v0ij > α and v1ij > α)
0, if (v0ij > α and v1ij ≤ α)
1, if (v0ij ≤ α and v1ij > α)
xij , if (v0ij ≤ α and v1ij ≤ α).
(6)
With these strategies, the new position pays more attention
to the new velocity. This can help the particle learn more from
the exemplars to the learning concept of the original PSO.
D. Fitness Evaluation
An important issue in using BVDPSO for MRP optimization
is how to calculate the fitness of a solution. The solution is
a 0/1 string, indicating which nodes are used to construct the
multicast tree. The fitness evaluation is to construct a multicast
tree according to this 0/1 string and then calculate the cost of the
tree. In order to construct a promising multicast tree with low
cost, we first transform the MRP network into a cost complete
graph (CCG) based on Floyd’s algorithm with a special data
structure. Then, based on the CCG and the 0/1 binary string
of the solution, we can construct the multicast tree by using
Prim’s minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm. However, it is
necessary to make some modifications to Prim’s algorithm to fit
the characteristic of MRP. Moreover, the tree has to be pruned,
in order to delete the leaves that are not the destination nodes.
The following parts describe the CCG procedure, modified
Prim’s algorithm, and the prune procedure.
CCG Procedure: In the CCG procedure, every two nodes are
connected by the shortest path. It should be noted that some
of the shortest paths may be “indirect” paths, and the others
are “direct” paths. A direct path means that the path exists
in the original network that connects the two nodes directly.
An indirect path means that the path does not directly connect
the two nodes but via some other nodes. Therefore, we should
record the very next node of the shortest path that connects any
two nodes. This can help to restore the path when necessary.
Fig. 2 gives the pseudocode of the CCG procedure based on
Floyd’s algorithm with a data structure. C(i, j) is the input data
of the CCG procedure to give the cost between nodes i and j
in the original network. C(i, j) = −1 means that nodes i and
j are not directly connected. The data structure S is used to
record the shortest path (with minimal cost) that connects any
two nodes. Specifically, S(i, j).length is the total cost of the
path that connects nodes i and j. S(i, j).next is the very next
node on the path from i to j. That is, if the nodes i and j are
directly connected, then S(i, j).next is j and S(j, i).next is i.
Otherwise, suppose that the shortest path between nodes i and
j is (i, k1, k2, . . . , j), then S(i, j).next = k1, S(k1, j).next =
k2, and so on. With the help of S(i, j).next, we can reconstruct
the path between nodes i and j easily. Note that the CCG
procedure is only carried out once before using BVDPSO to
optimize the MRP. Therefore, the CCG is the preprocess, whose
results can be used again and again in the fitness evaluation
procedure during the entire BVDPSO process.
Modified Prim’s Algorithm for the MST: As there are direct
and indirect paths in the CCG, the modified Prim’s algorithm
prefers the direct paths to the indirect paths when constructing
the MST T . That is, we try to construct the tree according to the
nodes with value 1 in the solution string. Therefore, when there
are both direct and indirect paths that connect these nodes to
the tree, the algorithm selects the shortest direct path, although
it may be longer than some indirect paths. When there are no
direct paths, the algorithm selects the shortest indirect path.
We give an example in Fig. 3 to illustrate the modified Prim’s
algorithm. Fig. 3(a) is the original network with N1,N8, and N9
as the destination nodes. Suppose that the particle position is
defined as X = [1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1], denoting that the nodes
N1, N3, N7, N8, and N9 are used to construct the tree. The
modified Prim’s algorithm is described in four steps.
Step 1): Initialize T as an empty tree. We first select a random
destination node into T (the source node is also regarded
as a destination node). Then, for any other node i with a
position value 1 in the binary string, record its direct cost
D[i] and indirect cost I[i] to the tree T. As in Fig. 3(b),
we select the destination node N1 into T and then record
D[i] and I[i] for all the other nodes i whose position values
are 1. For example, D[N3] = 3 means that the node N3
connects T via a direct path with cost 3. I[N3] = 2 means
that the shortest path for the node N3 to T has a cost 2, but
it has to use node N2 as an intermediate node. Herein, we
use the word “record” instead of “calculate” because the
cost values have been calculated in the CCG procedure,
which can be used during the entire process.
Step 2): Select the next nearest node into the tree T . In this
step, we prefer the direct path to the indirect path, although
the direct cost may be larger than the indirect cost. For
example, in Fig. 3(c), the node N3 is selected. However,
if there are no nodes that connect T via a direct path,
we select the shortest indirect path, e.g., the node N7 is
selected in Fig. 3(d). When an indirect path is selected, the
corresponding intermediate nodes are also added into the
tree, as shown in Fig. 3(d), where the nodes N2, N5, and
N6 are added.
Step 3): Cost update. Once a node has been added to the tree
(when a direct path is selected) or some nodes have been
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the modified Prim’s algorithm to construct multicast trees. (a) Original network. (b) Select node N1 into the tree. (c) Select node N3 into
the tree. (d) Select node N7 into the tree. (e) Select node N9 into the tree. (f) Delete the redundant nodes of the tree. (g) Final multicast tree.
added to the tree (when an indirect path is selected), we
have to update the direct cost D[i] and the indirect cost I[i]
to the tree T of the other node i whose position value is 1
in the binary string. For example, in Fig. 3(d), both D[N8]
and I[N8] become 4 because N8 can connect T directly via
N7. In addition, both D[N9] and I[N9] become 3 because
the direct path connects N5 and N9 costs 3. Moreover,
Fig. 3(e) shows the cost update of N8 after the adding of
N9 into the tree.
Step 4): Repeat Step 2) and Step 3) until all the destination
nodes have been added into T .
Prune Procedure: The prune procedure deletes all the non-
destination leaf nodes in T to reduce the redundancy. The
procedure is easy to implement: we find out the node i in
T that has the degree of 1 (the degree of each node can be
recorded during the aforementioned multicast tree construction
process); if i is not a destination node, delete it and reduce
the degree of node j that connects i by 1. Repeat doing this
until no nondestination node with degree 1 can be found. For
example, in Fig. 3(f), the nodes N3 and N7 are redundant and
can be deleted. After the deletion of N7, the node N6 can be
also deleted. Therefore, we can obtain the final multicast tree
T , as shown in Fig. 3(g).
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARISONS
A. Problem Instances and Algorithm Settings
The experiments on the problems of Categories B/C/D in the
OR-library (http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/jeb/orlib/files/)
[25] are carried out. The details of the problems are given in
Table I. The problems are divided into three Categories B/C/D
that can be regarded as small-, medium-, and large-scale MRP
in local networks. OPT is the optimal solution in the library.
The population size M of BVDPSO is set to 20, ω is linearly
decreasing from 0.9 to 0.4, and c1 and c2 are both set to 2.0. The
maximum number of generation G is 1250, and therefore, there
are at most 20× 1250 = 25 000 fitness evaluations (FEs) each
run. This is the same as the configurations in previous studies
[23]. BVDPSO terminates when it finds the global optimum
OPT or it runs out of the FE budget. It should be noted that the
number of FEs is also the number of generated multicast trees.
B. Comparisons on Solution Accuracy
Small-Scale Problem Instances: We first compare the solu-
tion accuracy of the results obtained by different algorithms on
the problems of Category B. The comparisons are based on the
relative error R that is defined as
R% = (Result−OPT )/OPT × 100 (7)
where the Result is the mean solution of 100 independent runs.
The R values of the heuristic methods, such as SPH, DNH, and
ADH, and the GA methods reported in [5] are used here for com-
parisons. The results of ACO are based on the report in [16].
The comparisons in Table II show that the traditional heuris-
tics are easy to be trapped into local optima and result in poor
solution accuracy. The R values of SPH, DNH, and ADH on
some problems are even larger than 5%, indicating that the
traditional heuristic algorithms may not have strong global
search ability to obtain highly accurate solutions. For the EC
algorithms, GA and BVDPSO can obtain OPT on all the
problems in every run, and all the relative error values are 0%,
but ACO cannot.
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COMPARISONS ON SOLUTION ACCURACY (R%) OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS ON THE PROBLEMS OF CATEGORY C
Medium-Scale Problem Instances: The experimental results
of the problems in Category C are compared in Table III.
These problems are regarded to be more difficult than those
in Category B because they have more nodes, edges, and
destination nodes. Herein, 30 independent runs are carried out
for each problem because of the large computational burden.
Since the results for the Category-C problems are not available
in [5] or relevant literature for the heuristics such as SPH, DNH,
or ADH, they are not used in the comparisons. Instead, we
compare BVDPSO with the recent heuristics DCH [6], GRASP
[7], and JPSO for multicast routing (JPSOMR) [20]. The results
reported in [6] for DCH and the results reported in [20] for
GRASP and JPSOMR are directly used. Moreover, the results
of DPSO using mutation and the results of GA that are available
in the literature [23] are adopted for comparison. It should be
noted that JPSOMR and DPSO are both DPSO variants. Com-
paring BVDPSO with these DPSOs is interesting in evaluating
the BVDPSO performance in discrete optimization.
It can be observed in Table III that BVDPSO yields the
best performance on 11 (C01–C07, C11, C15, C18, and C19)
out of the 20 problems. DCH, GRASP, and GA often fail to
produce good results on these hard problems. Although DPSO
can obtain the best results on some of the problems, it works
well by using a mutationlike operation and by introducing a new
parameter into the PSO paradigm. This makes DPSO slightly
difficult to use [23]. For JPSOMR, the average R over all the
20 problems is 1.14%, which is beaten by BVDPSO with the
average R = 0.87%. By observing the results in Category C,
BVDPSO offers very good performance and outperforms other
algorithms, in general.
Large-Scale Problem Instances: The problems in Category
D are also solved by BVDPSO, and the results are compared
with those obtained by DCH and GA in Table IV. The problems
in Category D are all very difficult because the networks are
large with thousands of nodes and edges. The results of DCH
are reported in [6]. Since no EC results on these problems
are available in the literature, e.g., the JPSOMR only tested
on Category-B/C problems, herein, we implement GA and
compare with BVDPSO. The data for GA and BVDPSO are
the mean results of ten independent runs. Herein, the parameter
configurations for GA are set with a population size of 50,
and the maximal generation number of 500, using a one-point
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TABLE IV
COMPARISONS ON SOLUTION ACCURACY (R%) OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS ON THE PROBLEMS OF CATEGORY D
TABLE V
COMPARISONS ON CONVERGENCE SPEED ON THE
PROBLEMS OF CATEGORY B
crossover and a bit mutation with the crossover and mutation
probabilities 0.7 and 0.04, respectively, as recommended in [5]
and [23].
The results show that the DCH heuristic fails to obtain
OPT on all the 20 problems. For the EC algorithms, both
GA and BVDPSO can obtain OPT on problems D01, D02,
D06, D07, D11, D12, D16, and D17. These problems, however,
are relatively simple because they all have small number of
destination nodes, e.g., five or ten destination nodes. However,
when the problems become more complex with larger number
of destination nodes, e.g., more than 100, or even as many as
500, GA is always trapped into local optima and results in
larger R values. On contrast, BVDPSO can still obtain very
good results or near-optimal solutions, resulting in smaller R
values. BVDPSO performs best over all the 20 problems, with
average R = 0.49%, whereas GA has an average R = 1.45%.
Moreover, for BVDPSO, eight results are 0, four results are
smaller than 0.1%, and none of the results is larger than 2%.
On contrast, six results obtained by GA are larger than 2%, and
two results are even larger than 6%. The results demonstrate the
strong global search ability and good performance of BVDPSO
in solving large-scale problems.
C. Comparisons on Convergence Speed
In order to verify the advantages of the proposed BVDPSO
in convergence speed when solving MRP, we compared the
mean FEs to obtain OPT by BVDPSO and some other EC
algorithms, such as GA [5] and DPSO [23], in Tables V–VII, for
the problems of Categories B, C, and D, respectively. The FEs
values for GA and DPSO on the problems of Category B and C
are reported in [23] and are directly used here for comparisons.
In these tables, the mean FE value is considered only on the
runs that can obtain OPT . However, if an algorithm fails
totally to obtain OPT on the problem, the result is indicated
by the symbol “-” in the table. The mean FEs can indicate the
convergence speed. Generally, we can say that an algorithm
has faster convergence speed if it can obtain OPT with fewer
FEs. That is, obtain the optimal solution by generating fewer
multicast trees.
TABLE VI
COMPARISONS ON CONVERGENCE SPEED ON THE
PROBLEMS OF CATEGORY C
TABLE VII
COMPARISONS ON CONVERGENCE SPEED ON THE
PROBLEMS OF CATEGORY D
The results in Tables V and VI show that BVDPSO is faster
than GA to obtain the OPT of all problems in Categories B/C
and is faster than DPSO on most of these problems. In average,
BVDPSO used only 111.72 average FEs to obtain OPT over
all the 18 Category B problems, which is fewer than that of
DPSO (141) and much fewer than that of GA (725). Since some
algorithms totally fail to obtain OPT on some problems in
Category C, we calculated the average FEs over the problem in-
stances (C01–C03, C05–C07, C10–C12, C16, and C17) that all
the algorithms successfully solve. Results show that BVDPSO
is faster than both DPSO and GA nearly ten times.
The results in Table VII for the problems of Category D show
that BVDPSO uses fewer FEs than GA to obtain OPT if they
both can, i.e., on the problems D01, D02, D06, D07, D11, D12,
D16, and D17. However, on some of the problems, none of
the algorithms can obtain OPT , which are not presented in the
table. This may be caused by the difficulty of the Category D
problems whose networks have lots of nodes and a large amount
of edges. Nevertheless, BVDPSO can still obtain the OPT
solution on the problems D03, D04, D05, and D20 sometimes,
where GA totally fails. From the comparisons, BVDPSO not
only is robust to obtain the global optimum but also has much
faster convergence speed.
D. Analysis of BVDPSO Parameters
Here, the performance-related parameters ω, c1, and c2
are investigated because they can affect the algorithm perfor-
mance but have light influences on the computational burden.
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Fig. 4. Parameter analysis on ω and c1/c2.
Fig. 5. Parameter analysis on G and M . (a) C09. (b) C14.
Moreover, the computational-burden-related parameters M and
G are investigated because they affect both algorithm perfor-
mance and computational burden.
Performance-Related Parameters: Herein, we undertake in-
vestigations based on the Category C problems. For inves-
tigating the inertia weight ω, we fix c1 and c2 as 2.0. For
investigating the acceleration coefficients c1 and c2, ω is set
linearly decreasing from 0.9 to 0.4. The results are presented in
Fig. 4. Since the R values of different problems have different
ranges, we only give the results of some problems that are
in similar ranges. The results of ω show that the R values
become smaller as ω increases, for most of the problems. This
may be due to the fact that larger ω can increase the diversity
to maintain better global search. However, when ω is set to
be 1.0 or larger, the results are much poorer, which are not
plotted in the figure due to the fact that they are out of range.
Moreover, the common setting for ω (i.e., linearly decreasing
from 0.9 to 0.4) performs best on most of the problems. The
results of c1 and c2 show that the standard value 2.0 helps
BVDPSO work best on most of the problems. Therefore, the
results demonstrate the advantages that the standard settings
for ω and c1/c2 in the continuous PSO are still effective and
optimal in our proposed discrete BVDPSO.
Computational-Burden-Related Parameters: Herein, we
make further investigation on the influences of M and G
based on the problems of C09 and C14. All the experiments are
implemented in the VC++ 6.0 and run on a PC with Pentium IV
2.8-GHz CPU and 256-MB memory.
Fig. 6. Network topology of Case 1 and the different multicast trees.
The experimental results are plotted in Fig. 5. The investi-
gation includes the population size M of 20, 50, and 100 and
the maximal generations G of 500, 1250, and 2500, making
up nine combinations. In the figure, the R value and the CPU
time are the average values of 30 independent runs for each
combination. It can be observed that the solution accuracy
becomes much better as M or G increases. However, the mean
CPU time also increases as M or G increases. Therefore, the
tradeoff should be determined between the solution accuracy
and the computational burden.
The figure also reveals an interesting observation that the
BVDPSO with a larger M always outperforms the BVDPSO
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Fig. 7. Packet loss ratio and average delay under different traffic loads.
with a smaller M because of the larger population diversity,
whereas the BVDPSO with a larger G may sometimes not
perform better than the BVDPSO with a small G because of
random noise. From the experimental results in Fig. 5 and
Section IV-B, it can be observed that setting the number of
particles to a small value as M = 20 is sufficient for most
of the problems (e.g., all the problems in Category B and
many problems in Categories C/D). Setting M = 50 should be
promising for very difficult problems, e.g., with node number
up to 500 or higher. If higher solution accuracy is required,
setting M = 100 would be a good choice.
E. Network Simulation Results
We use the network simulator 2 (NS-2) to further evaluate
the multicast tree optimized by BVDPSO herein. NS-2 is a
simulator that can test the performance of any given network
topology by simulating the network traffic [30]. In the simu-
lation, we adopt two network topology cases. In Case 1, we
artificially conduct a network topology, whose links have a
10-Mb bandwidth and a random delay within [1 ms, 10 ms].
When we configure this network into graph for BVDPSO
optimization, the cost of each edge is set to the same as the
delay of the corresponding link. In Case 2, the C15 problem
is used as the network topology. As the cost of each edge is a
random value in [1, 10], when we configure the C15 network
for NS-2, we set the delay of each link with the value the same
as the cost, while the bandwidth of each link with the value as
the result of (11− cost). The network topology of Case 1 is
given in Fig. 6.
In the simulation, we use the distance vector multicast
routing protocol (DVMRP) provided by NS-2 to enable the
multicast function. For performance evaluation and compari-
son, we also input the multicast trees optimized by GA and
BVDPSO into NS-2 for simulation. Therefore, the three multi-
cast approaches DVMRP, GA, and BVDPSO are evaluated and
compared based on Cases 1 and 2 in the NS-2 environments.
We use a constant-bit-rate (CBR) traffic with a 512-B packet
size for the multicast traffic. The packet rate is set at 1, 2,
4, 8, 16, and 32 Mb to emulate different traffic loads. We
compare the network performance of the three multicast routing
approaches by the packet loss metric and the average delay
metric. For a CBR packet sent from the source, if it can reach
all the destination nodes, then it is regarded as a successful
packet. This way, the packet loss ratio can be calculated. For
any successful CBR packet, we can also obtain the time from
the source to any destination node. We consider the maximal
time to one of the destination node as the delay of the packet.
This way, we can obtain the average delay of all the successful
packets. The packet loss ratio and average delay of different
multicast routing approaches under different traffic loads are
compared in Fig. 7. Note that, in Case 1, the GA approach can
obtain the same multicast tree as BVDPSO does, as indicated in
Fig. 6. In this sense, their network performance is the same in
this case and is therefore presented by the same curves in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 shows that none of the three approaches loses packets
when the traffic load is light (e.g., no more than 4 Mb), except
that DVMRP has slight packet loss ratio in Case 1. With the
increasing of the traffic load, all the approaches are affected,
and more packets are lost. However, GA and BVDPSO can
always do better than DVMRP, whereas BVDPSO can always
does better than GA, as indicated in Fig. 7 that BVDPSO loses
the least packets while DVMRP loses the most packets. Fig. 7
further shows that the average delay of BVDPSO is always less
than those of DVMRP and GA. These results demonstrate that
BVDPSO has advantages in obtaining promising multicast trees
that transfer information from the source to all the destinations
faster and is more reliable than both DVMRP and GA.
V. CONCLUSION
A BVDPSO approach has been developed in this paper
to optimize MRP in communication networks. This proposed
BVDPSO algorithm is motivated by the considerations of pro-
viding a simple and yet efficient method for solving MRP with
higher solution accuracy than traditional heuristics and also
with faster convergence speed than existing EC methods, pro-
viding the researchers a new and practical method for multicast
in communication networks.
The effectiveness and efficiency of BVDPSO have been
demonstrated by comparing it with nine other algorithms on all
the Categories B/C/D problems in the OR-library. The results
show that BVDPSO can obtain better solutions with higher
accuracy than the heuristic methods and with faster conver-
gence speed than the GA and previous PSO-based methods.
This makes contributions to the communication and networking
community by providing a new multicast design method that
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can obtain optimal or near-optimal solutions to MRP very
rapidly by generating very few multicast trees.
For future research, we plan to investigate the performance
of BVDPSO in solving the MRP with practical QoS constraints
and multiple objectives similar to other industrial problems
[31], [32]. For example, we can also take into account the
average delay of all destination nodes as another optimization
objective. We can also take the delay and the link bandwidth
as QoS constraints. Since PSO has potentials in solving con-
strained problems [33] and multiobjective optimization prob-
lems [34], the proposed BVDPSO is promising to be extended
to solve the constrained and multiobjective MRP problems. The
dynamic routing characteristics of MRP can also be considered
[35]. Moreover, the proposed novel bi-velocity strategy offers a
simple and general technique for BVDPSO to solve a class of
binary optimization in our future work.
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